
SUMMER - LONG 

WELCOME TO WHISTLER,  
BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA.
With the warm days of summer, Whistler becomes a haven for 
mountain bikers, hikers, golfers and adventure lovers. It is a 
place for those with both a sense of adventure and a sense of 
purpose. Whistler delivers a unique combination of spectacular 
nature, thrilling activities, refined living and true mountain town 
experiences.

You’ll find Whistler two hours north of Vancouver along the 
awe-inspiring Sea to Sky Highway, in the Coast Mountains 
of British Columbia. It’s an international mecca for outdoor 
adventure and a world-renowned resort town. It attracts a 
unique mix of professional athletes, everyday adventurers and 
discerning travellers all chasing thrill, proving that rugged and 
refined are not mutually exclusive.

Whistler’s summer experiences offer a range of adventure, 
from the legendary Whistler Mountain Bike Park that draws 
gravity-fuelled riders from around the world, to championship 
golf courses that beckon bucket-list-ticking golfers. Take a 
white-knuckle walk across an alpine suspension bridge, ride 
a mountain bike trail to a glacier-fed lake, soak up an outdoor 
concert in the Village plaza or hike through a rainforest to a 
hidden art installation. The resort’s unrivalled trail network 
links visitors to all its adventures, from the adrenaline-inducing 
to the profoundly relaxing, allowing everyone to discover 
Whistler at their own pace.

At its centre, Whistler’s Village is a hub and gathering place, 
and the heart and soul of its youthful community. Here, in 
its pedestrian-only streets, quaint shops and bistros mingle 
with boutiques and fine-dining restaurants. Therapeutic spas 
and Indigenous cultural centres converge with après bars 
and poutine stands. The magic of Whistler Village is in these 
dynamic cultural experiences, making every moment unique.

Whistler isn’t just a place. It’s a lifestyle. It’s a mindset based 
on living life to its fullest and protecting what matters. It’s 
for summer’s thrill seekers, chasing both adventure and 
inspiration in the peaks and forests of a one-of-a-kind 
mountain town.
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SUMMER - SHORT

WELCOME TO WHISTLER,  
BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA.
Whistler in summer is a haven for mountain lovers with both 
a sense of adventure and a sense of purpose. It delivers a rare 
combination of spectacular nature, iconic West Coast alpine 
hiking and biking terrain, adrenaline-fuelled activities, laid-back 
lakes and beaches and a true mountain town community. 
Attracting a unique mix of professional athletes, everyday 
adventurers and discerning travellers all chasing thrill, Whistler 
proves that rugged and refined are not mutually exclusive.
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